February 19, 2019

ADVISORY No. 23, s. 2019

TO: Public Schools District Supervisors
Elementary School Heads

Please find attached Unnumbered Regional Memorandum dated February 18, 2019, for your information, guidance and immediate dissemination.

As per instruction from Dr. Grace U. Rabelas, Regional Education Supervisor, the said EGRA standard assessment shall be administered to Grades 3 and 4 for English and Filipino in sampled elementary schools in our division anytime during the scheduled dates.

SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent

gbpantino/CID
MEMORANDUM

TO SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT
(ALBAY, CAMARINES SUR, CATANDUANES, SORSOGON)

FROM GILBERT A. BDSAD
Director III
OIC- Office of the Regional Director

SUBJECT DATA COLLECTION FOR THE EARLY GRADES READING ASSESSMENT (EGRA)

DATE February 18, 2019

In reference to memorandum (DM-Cl-2019-00-026) from the Office of the Undersecretary for Curriculum and Instruction, the Early Grades Reading Assessment (EGRA) Instrument will be administered in sampled schools in your division between February 18-March 1, 2019. This will be conducted by a trained data collection team and will be managed/supervised by personnel from Kantar Taylor Nelson Sofres (KTNS). The sampled schools will be disclosed by the team during the courtesy visit at the division offices.

Logistics regarding the field data collection will be communicated by Ms. Yazmin Tolentino, KTNS manager. For further information, please contact Ms. Tolentino at 09178571769 or yazmin.tolentino@tnsglobal.com

Please accord the data collection team necessary assistance.

Reference M_002644
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